Introduction
In various elds of research or business, graph structures arise naturally when dealing with certain objects and their relations. Often, graphs are used to visualize these relations. For example, chemists need to draw large molecules, and biologists need to draw evolutionary trees. Databases are designed using entity-relationship diagrams, and decision support systems for project management need to visualize PERT-networks and activity trees. Software engineers want data ow diagrams, subroutine-call graphs and object-oriented class hierarchies to be visualized.
Usually, the considered graphs are too large to be drawn by hand. For this reason, automatic graph drawing has become an important area of scienti c research. The task is to generate a clearly arranged drawing of a given graph (which requires to formalize the term \clearly arranged"). For example, a small number of edge crossings or edge bends is desirable.
Many applications imply a partition of the vertices into k levels such that all edges connect di erent levels and in the drawing all vertices of a level receive the same y-coordinate. Such graphs are called k-level graphs. Another reason for considering k-level graphs is an idea presented by Sugiyama et. al. in STT81] that uses k-level graphs in order to draw arbitrary graphs. The Sugiyama algorithm, that serves as a frame for many other graph drawing algorithms, processes a graph in three phases. In a rst phase, the vertices are assigned to levels 1; : : : ; k, thus transforming the graph into a k-level graph. In the second phase, the number of edge crossings is reduced by permuting the vertices within the levels. Finally, the x-coordinates of the vertices are determined in order to produce a nice drawing.
The rst two phases of the Sugiyama algorithm have been examined intensively. For phase one we refer to Sug84], GKNV93], or EL91]. Considering phase two, Garey and John- son GJ83] showed that the problem of minimizing the number of edge crossings is NPcomplete for k-level graphs, even if k = 2. According to Eades et al. EMW86] , the problem remains NP-complete even if the order of vertices on one of the two levels is xed. A lot of e ort was spent to design e cient heuristics or exact methods such as branch and cut algorithms for crossing reduction in 2-level graphs (see JM97], or consult DETT94] for a list of references). For k > 2, the common strategy is to apply a 2-level heuristic consecutively. However, this produces unnecessary crossings in general.
Up to now, only little attention has been paid to the third phase. Two approaches have been presented by Gansner et. al. in GKNV93] . Assigning nonnegative weights to the segments of edges between levels, both approaches reduce the weighted sum of all edge lengths. Long edges get large weights to avoid the so-called \spaghetti e ect", i.e., to avoid long edges with too many bends. The rst approach is heuristic, while the second computes an optimal placement using the network simplex method.
In this paper we present a new algorithm for the third phase. We draw every long edge vertically except for its outermost segments. This improves readability and avoids the spaghetti e ect. Our algorithm performs in O(m 0 (log m 0 ) 2 ), where m 0 is the number of edge segments in the k-level graph, i.e., the number of edges after adding vertices wherever an edge crosses a level. An implementation is contained in the AGD-Library AGD].
Finally, we want to demonstrate the importance of the third phase by an example. Figure  1 shows the drawing of a graph that has been taken from BJM97], p.201. This drawing has been produced using a simple heuristic for the third phase. Figure 2 shows a drawing of the same graph produced by our new algorithm. For generating the second drawing we used the same embedding as in the rst drawing. Thus the levels and the permutations of the vertices on the levels are the same in both drawings. A level embedding of a k-level graph is a mapping that assigns to each l 2 f1; : : : ; kg a permutation of ?1 (l) = fv 2 V V j (v) = lg. A layout (x; y) induces a drawing of the graph if x and y are used as x-and y-coordinates and if every edge segment e 2 E is drawn straightline.
The Layout Algorithm
In this section, we present our layout algorithm for embedded k-level graphs. We list the main layout properties in section 2.1. In section 2.2, we give a detailed description of our algorithm. In section 2.3, we apply the algorithm to an example graph. Correctness and runtime are examined in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
Properties of the layout
We now collect the main properties of all layouts (x; y) computed by our algorithm. We will refer to these properties in the following sections. There is one exception from these rules. Suppose that two long edges cross each other at inner segments e 1 = (v 1 ; v 2 ) and e 2 = (w 1 ; w 2 ). Then the properties (A) and (C) cannot be satis ed simultaneously, see gure 3. To solve this problem, we have to apply a preprocessing step. We move the intersection downwards by exchanging the order of v 2 and w 2 . By repeated application, at least one outer segment will be involved in the crossing of the two long edges. Traversing the graph downwards level by level, all such intersections can be removed using linear time. Observe that this strategy changes the level permutations and may increase the number of edge crossings. To avoid this, the original permutations can be restored after computing the layout.
We assume for the rest of the paper that long edges never intersect at inner segments.
2. 
Placing the virtual vertices
In this section, we explain how to determine the x-coordinates of virtual vertices v 2 V . During the computation, the original vertices v 2 V are assigned to preliminary xcoordinates.
PLACE VIRTUAL places the virtual vertices as close to each other as possible, respecting
properties ( The set V V is divided into classes, constructed as follows: Traverse the levels downwards. For each level l, consider its outermost left vertex v. If v is not contained in a class yet, we introduce a new class C that is minimal satisfying the following conditions: If W 0 = ;, the class C is moved to a position that minimizes P jx(v) ? x(w)j, where the sum ranges over edge segments (v; w) 2 E such that v 2 C and w belongs to a class placed in a previous step. To nd this position, a heap D collects all these values x(v) ? x(w). (ii) S ?p and S q are exterior sequences.
(iii) For ?p i < q, S i and S i+1 are neighboring sequences.
See gure 6 for an illustration. The lled circles are virtual vertices and vertical lines are inner edge segments. A dashed line between two virtual vertices indicates that the sequence between these vertices is placed by PLACE ORIGINAL. Because of (i), none of the sequences S ?p ; : : : ; S q is xed, i.e., for any of these sequences, the bounding virtual vertices have a larger distance than necessary. Because of (ii) and (iii), this is a contradiction, since the virtual vertices are placed as close to each other as possible by the function PLACE VIRTUAL. Thus r ? (p) is the number of edge segments getting longer when decreasing x(v t ) past position p minus the number of edge segments getting shorter. This is called the resistance against decreasing x(v t ) past p. Observe that r ? : R ! Z is a nonincreasing function with nitely many salti. Analogously, we de ne the resistance r + (p) against increasing x(v t+1 ) past p. Now we decrease x(v t ) if r ? (x(v t )) < r + (x(v t+1 )) or increase x(v t+1 ) otherwise. If equality holds, we may chose an arbitrary direction, the computed layout is a ected by this decision.
We may assume that we decided to decrease x(v t ). Then we do this until we have x(v t+1 )? x(v t ) = m or until x(v t ) arrives at a saltus of the resistance function r ? . In the latter case, we determine the new resistance and continue decreasing x(v t ) or increasing x(v t+1 ) as above.
COMBINE SEQUENCES computes the salti of r ? before starting to separate the vertices v t and v t+1 . 
Placing the levels
In this section we propose two methods of computing the y-coordinates of the levels.
Let MIN LEVEL DISTANCE be the minimal level distance given by (B) in section 2.1. In the rst method, we just place the levels as close to each other as allowed.
PLACE LEVELS(x,y) -xed distance set c = 0; for all levels l = 1 to k for all vertices v on level l set y(v) = c; set c = c+MIN LEVEL DISTANCE;
Let l 2 f1; : : : ; k ? 1g and consider an edge segment (v; w) 2 E with (v) = l and (w) = l + 1. In the algorithm above, the length jx(w) ? x(v)j of (v; w) has no in uence on the distance between l and l + 1. However, long edge segments require a larger level distance than short ones for a better readability. We consider this by adjusting the level distance to the longest edge segment connecting the levels.
De ne the gradient of (v; w) as r(v; w) = jx(w) First we apply PLACE VIRTUAL to place the virtual vertices. Figure 11 shows the placement induced by x ? , gure 12 shows the placement induced by x + . In gure 13 we have the nal placement of the virtual vertices induced by (x ? + x + )=2. Figure 14 shows the results of PLACE ORIGINAL for placing the original vertices. The maximal original sequences are placed as follows:
The sequences (1,2), (13), (17), (21,22), and (23) are not bounded by virtual vertices, they are placed in both traversals. The sequences (9), (12) Traversing upwards, the rst bounded sequence is (10,11), its only neighboring sequence (14, 15, 16) is xed. The next one is (8), since its neighboring sequence (10,11) has been placed before. By the same reason, the sequences (6,7), (4,5), and nally (3) are placed next.
To compute the y-coordinates we use the second algorithm presented in section 2.2.3. The layout may still have unnecessary bends. Certain local improvements can be performed now. For all layout examples occurring in this paper, we reduced the number of unnecessary bends by moving long edges horizontally (e.g. edge (1,13)) and by straightening long edges with only one virtual vertex (e.g. edge (1,4) ). Figure 15 shows the nal layout. 
Correctness
In this section we will prove that placements of original sequences computed by PLACE SEQUENCE satisfy the minimality condition (*) of section 2. Proof. Let x be a placement satisfying (*) but not necessarily (a) and (b). Set x t+1 = x .
We transform x t+1 into the desired placement by successively adjusting x j+1 (v j ) to condition (a), for j = t; : : : ; 1, obtaining new placements x t ; : : : ; x 1 . In every step, the placement remains feasible, and we have x j (v i ) = x j+1 (v i ) for i = j + 1; : : : ; t, furthermore f(x j ; 1; t) f(x j+1 ; 1; t). Thus, the nal placement x 1 satis es (a) and is feasible with f(x 1 ; 1; t) f(x t+1 ; 1; t) = f(x ; 1; t). For j = t+1; : : : ; r, we proceed analogously, obtaining (b). By lemma 2, we only have to consider placements satisfying (a) and (b) in order to check the minimality of e x. By the strategy of COMBINE SEQUENCES, it is clear that e x satis es (a) and (b) and is feasible for v 1 ; : : : ; v t . Hence e x satis es (*) if e x(v t ) and e x(v t+1 ) minimize f ? (e x(v t ))+f + (e x(v t+1 )) subject to e x(v t+1 )? e x(v t ) m(v t ; v t+1 ). However, the function f + is convex and piecewise linear, and the gradient to the left of a position p is the resistance against moving v t+1 to position p, as de ned in 2.2.2 (analogously for f ? and v t ). Thus moving to the direction with lower resistance until e x(v t+1 ) ? e x(v t ) = m(v t ; v t+1 ) yields a minimal placement.
Runtime Theorem 4
The algorithm LEVEL LAYOUT presented in section 2. 
